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ORGANISATIONAL BEHAVIOUR

Time Allotted : 3 Hours Full Marks : 70

The figures in the margin indicate full marks.

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words as
far as practicable.

GROUP – A

( Multiple Choice Type Questions )

1. Choose the correct alternatives for any ten of the following :

10 × 1 = 10

i) Orgnizational Behaviour derives its input from all of the

following field of studies except  

a) History b) Psychology

c) Sociology d) Anthropology.

ii) Which Dichotomy is not included in MBTI ?

a) Thinking vs. Doing 

b) Extraversion vs. Introversion

c) Sensing vs. Intuitive

d) Judging vs. Perceiving.
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iii) The Organizational behavioural factor which is directly

proportional with job satisfaction is

a) Turn-over

b) Absenteeism

c) Job Involvement 

d) Deviant workplace behaviour.

iv) Which of the following is not a group decision making

Process ?

a) Brainstorming 

b) Delphi Technique

c) Trend Analysis 

d) Nominal Group Technique.

v) "Conscientiousness" is a measure of which dimension of

personality ?

a) Openness b) Easy-goingness

c) Reliability d) Emotional Stability.

vi) Valence is a concept related to

a) Hierarchy of Needs b) Two Factor Theory

c) Goal Setting Theory d) Expectancy theory.

vii) Three types of Management skills are technical skill,

human skill and

a) controlling skill b) organising skill

c) conceptual skill d) networking skill.
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viii) Which of the following is not a management role ?

a) Planning b) Commanding

c) Co-ordination d) All of these.

ix) Which of the following is not an independent variable ?

a) Productivity 

b) Organisational Citizenship Behaviour

c) Deviant workplace behaviour

d) All of these.

x) Three separate dimensions to organizational

commitment are affective, continuance and

a) subjective b) cognitive

c) normative d) none of these.

xi) What is the full form of OCB ?

a) Organisational Cultural Behaviour

b) Original Cultural Behaviour

c) Organizational Citizenship Behaviour

d) Organisational Common Behaviour .

xii) Motivation-Hygiene Theory was proposed by

a) McGregor b) Maslow

c) McClelland d) Herzberg.
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GROUP – B

( Short Answer Type Questions )

Answer any three of the following. 3 × 5 = 15

2. What according to the big five model, are the personality
dimensions ?

3. List the stages in group formation.
4. Outline the differences between a transactional leader and a

transformational leader.
5. Write a short note on Johari Window.
6. What are the causes of organisational conflicts ?

GROUP – C

( Long Answer Type Questions )

Answer any three of the following. 3 × 15 = 45

7. Define Attitude. What are the main components of attitude ?
Describe the major job attitudes. 2 + 5 + 8

8. What is a "group" ? What are the types of groups that one
gets to see in the organization ? Are groups and teams the
same thing ? What is "groupthink" ? What are the
advantages and disadvantages in group decision making ? 

2 + 3 + 2 + 2 + 6
9. What are the main drivers of organizational change ? Why do

employees resist change ? What, according to Lewin, should
the stages of an organizational change process ? 5 + 4 + 6

10. Most of the modern days urban diseases are related to
stress. Do you agree ? What are the individual and
organizational level stress factors ? How can a manager help
out a stressed employee ? 4 + 6 + 5

11. What are the different leadership styles that one can observe
in the organization ? How does a leader differ from a
manager ? Elaborate the concept of managerial grid
highlighting the leadership styles. 4 + 3 + 8


